Abstract. BPM 37093 is a 1.1 M 0 ZZ Ceti star. This star's temperature 11 000 K) and high mass 1.1M©) imply that it should be crystallized throughout most of its core, the exact fraction depending on its core composition. BPM 37093 is the first object where the results of crystallization theory can be probed observationally. If the star is crystallized its pulsation spectrum should differ significantly from non-crystallized pulsating stars. In this paper we report our preliminary results from the analysis of WET data obtained in 1998 and 1999.
INTRODUCTION
Since 1960 (Kirzhnitz 1960; Abrikosov 1960; Salpeter 1961 ) most astronomers have agreed that cool white dwarfs must crystallize. This process would start when the electrostatic interaction between the ions becomes much larger than the thermal energy. This conclusion is based on such well known physics that it has become widely accepted without ever having been tested.
BPM37093 is a ZZ Ceti star (Kanaan et al. 1992 ) of very high mass (1.09 M© Bergeron et al. 1995; 1.01 M 0 Giovannini 1996) . Massive white dwarfs as this are subject to much higher pressures in their core and it is expected that for 1.0 M 0 white dwarfs crystallization starts at temperatures well within or even hotter than the ZZCeti instability strip (Wood 1990) .
Our main goal on this preliminary paper is to present a tentative mode identification based solely on period spacing. Mode identification, that is I determination together with period spacing measurements are the quantity which will be used in trying to determine whether the star is crystallized or not. A step further are the mode trapping diagrams used which are a little more constraining than just period spacings.
The main problem now, and ever, is the fact that changes in crystallization fraction and changes in the mass of surface layers have the same effect in model calculations. So far this has made it impossible to distinguish between one and the other.
OBSERVATIONS
Observations prior to the WET runs of 1998 and 1999 were presented at the previous WET meeting and were published by Kanaan et al (1998) .
In 1998 and 1999 we observed BPM37093 from the following observatories: And in 1999 Nitta et al (these proceedings) have also observed the star using the Hubble Space Telescope (HST).
ESO
We show here the lightcurves obtained during 1998 and 1999 ( Fig.2 and Fig.3 The Fourier Transforms for BPM 37093 during XCOV 16 and XCOV 17 can be seen in Fig. 6 on the paper by Nitta et al. (2000) in these proceedings and will be not reproduced here.
PERIOD SPACING ANALYSIS
In Fig. 4 we show all the independent pulsation modes detected every year. To help in visualizing we also made a "collapsed" plot where the yearly information is lost and we simply see all the pulsation modes. This is shown in Fig. 5 .
Using all the periods detected we have calculated an average period spacing as well as a trapping diagram. We find an average period spacing of 18 seconds from our data. This period spacing is only compatible with I = 2 modes as I = 1 modes would give us larger period spacing (see Montgomery, 1998) .
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Period (sec) Fig. 4 . The modes detected each year. The ordinate axis shows the detected period in seconds and the abscissa shows the year that mode was detected.
In Fig. 6 we show the results of theoretical calculations (Montgomery and Winget, 1999) to which we superposed two lines representing the minimum and maximum period spacing derived from the list of periods we compiled. The theoretical models were computed for a 1.1 MQ, T eff = 11 800 K. It is clear here the importance of surface layer mass. Depending whether we use 17 or 19 seconds we get an upper limit of more than 90 % crystallization in the core for logMn/M* = -5 and < AP >= 19 s to 0% for log M H /M* = -6.3 and < AP >= 17 s . A more detailed discussion of all the factors affecting period spacing in BPM 37093 can be found in Montgomery and Winget 1999.
TRAPPING CYCLES
Even though we have detected only a few modes we can still try to overlap our periods on a theoretical mode trapping diagram. This further restricts the determination of percentage core crystallization and surface layer mass. By doing the trapping diagrams we can have possible pairs of values for crystallized mass fraction and surface layer mass. Fig. 7 shows several trapping diagrams calculated for different crystallized mass fractions, ranging from 25% to 34%. The empty log M"/M. circles represent the periods we measured and the filled circles connected by lines the computed models. At 28% we see the best resemblance between observed and computed quantities. Is this a proof that 28 % of BPM 37093 core is crystallized? No, it is not. Fig. 8 is the same as Fig. 7 but ranging from 50 % to 59 % crystallized mass fraction. Add to this uncertainty the fact that the theoretical periods computed for these two figures were computed for M* = 1.1 M 0 ,T eff = 11 800 K, Mh/M* -10-5 ,M He /M* = 10~3. By changing these parameters slightly we will affect the trapping diagrams too. While we can derive M* and Teff from spectroscopy the trapping diagrams are the only way we have to determine Mh/M* and M He /M".
As pointed out by Montgomery and Winget (1999) it seems that some trapped modes are more sensitive to the crystallized mass fraction and others to surface layer mass. We still must survey parameter space thoroughly before we can draw any conclusions from this. Usage of a genetic algorithm as the one being developed by Metcalfe in Texas will be essential for searching into parameter space. 
CONCLUSION
We are just scratching the surface of the diamond and still have not removed all the dirt around it. Our detailed analysis will hopefully be able to provide an answer to the crystallization question. So far we have been unable to disentangle the effects of different crystallization fractions from the effects of different surface layer masses. We expect to be able in the near future to do a full search of all possible trapped modes trying to identify some trapped modes sensitive to crystallization and some not sensitive. In this way we hope to be able do separate the effects of crystallization from those of surface layer mass. One problem we face is the paucity of pulsation modes in this star which was not solved by the large amount of data obtained by the two WET runs. We are considering the possibility of a short run (1-3 nights) on a large telescope (4m class) to try detecting very low amplitude modes (down to 0.1 mmag level).
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